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In this week’s cover feature, staff photographer Keeley Braunstein-Black looks at the joys and challenges of winter camping. Read more on page 7.ON THE COVER
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MANAGING EDITOR

When Uniter staff photographer Keeley 
Braunstein-Black pitched a cover story 
about winter camping, I was thrilled. 
I knew it would make for some great 
photographs (Keeley has done fantastic 
outdoor photography for us in the past), 
and I knew it would include some great 
pointers for those interested in trying their 
hand at tenting in the Manitoba winter.

But, I have to admit, I also cringed a 
little at the thought of winter camping.

I’ve always been what my teachers 
diplomatically referred to as one of the 
“indoor kids.” As a boy, I always found 
more pleasure in a movie night, a good 
book or an afternoon playing Sega Gene-
sis than anything in the great outdoors.

As an adult, that hasn’t changed much. 
Camping was a childhood summer tradi-
tion I greatly enjoyed, but I’d never had any 
desire to return to it. I thought, “My parents 
took me camping every summer from ages 
three to eight. If I ever become a parent, I’ll 
do the same for my kids, and that will end 
my intermittent career as a camper.”

But this weekend, something changed 
that. I was having a conversation with a 
friend who is spending her first winter in 
Winnipeg, having grown up in major cit-
ies in the Middle East and spent her first 
Canadian winters in decidedly milder cit-
ies. She was telling me about things she 
wanted to experience while in Manitoba. 
Number one on the list was seeing the 
northern lights for the first time. Number 
two was camping.

“I’ve never been camping before!” she 
told me, expressing pure excitement at 
the idea of trying it. And, unexpected-
ly, her enthusiasm changed my mind. 
It forced me to immediately check my 
own snobbishness about camping. I 
realized that I was taking the experience 
for granted. I tossed away my childhood 
affection for camping, because it was 
something that came easily to me. I 
imagined what my childhood would have 
been like without those memories and 
realized that I, too, would have the same 
enthusiasm to try it.

So, maybe I’ll give camping another 
shot. Not winter camping, not yet. No, 
no, no, not yet. Until that snow melts, I’ll 
stick to my Sega.

Like many annual festivals, Folklorama has had to find creative ways to adapt their programming for online streaming. Read more on page 4.
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Submissions of articles, letters, 
graphics and photos are encouraged, 
however, all new contributors (with 
the exception of letters to the editor) 
must attend a 45-minute volunteer 
orientation workshop to ensure that 
the volunteer understands all of the 
publication’s basic guidelines. 

In-person volunteer orientations 
are currently suspended due to 
COVID-19, but over-the-phone  
and remote orientations can be 
arranged. Please email  
volunteer@uniter.ca for  
more details. 

Deadline for advertisements is noon 
Friday, six days prior to publication. 
The Uniter reserves the right to 
refuse to print material submitted by 
volunteers. The Uniter will not print 
submissions that are homophobic, 
misogynistic, transphobic, ableist, 
racist or libellous. We also reserve 
the right to edit for length/style. 
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Last week, I sat down over Zoom with 
BIPOC musician, artist, creator, writer 
and all-around cool-guy badass Matthew 
James-Wilson. Funnily enough, it was Lead 
Belly’s birthday, and Matthew was wear-
ing a T-shirt of the legendary Black blues 
musician. We discussed his Pitchfork article 
“What It’s Like to Be Black in Indie Mu-
sic,” published in September of last year. 

In hindsight, I was terrified to write this 
article for a few different reasons. Being a 
Black, gender non-conforming metal/hard-
core vocalist myself, I have dealt with a lot 
of ignorance, blatant and subtle racism, as 
well as people using performative allyship 
in order to elevate their own social status. 
So you can imagine how excited and ex-
tremely validating it was to hear James-Wil-
son’s fresh but all-too-common experience 
of navigating through white narratives in 
order to create and share his own.

James-Wilson started Forge Art Magazine 
with high-school friends in 2012 as an online 
zine. After the first year, he became the sole 
editor of the zine as it evolved into a quarter-
ly webzine while he attended college in New 
York. He used his role as editor to shine a 
light on BIPOC/LGBTTQIA* creatives. 

“It’s always been really important to me 
to talk to as many different people from 

different backgrounds and perspectives as 
I can,” he says. After putting the online 
zine on hiatus right before the COVID-19 
pandemic, he started a project based in 
Los Angeles called Rolling Paper, which is 
a foldable print publication in a traditional 
newspaper style that features artists, musi-
cians, playlists, recipes and other things. 

James-Wilson comes from a mixed-race 
family (his father is Canadian-Scottish, and 
his mother is Caribbean) and was raised 
in New York City. Because of this, he has 
firsthand experience in exploring the rela-
tionship between race and identity.

“A big part of the conception of the 
(Pitchfork) article, or thinking about the 
article, or feeling some need to write it was 
I had a handful of really negative experi-
ences around when a lot of the protests 
were happening earlier this summer that 
were very revealing of certain people’s sort 
of intentions or naiveness around race,” he 
says. “It was just very, very upsetting and 
disappointing.” 

This story is far too familiar to me. 
Last summer was incredibly telling for a 
lot of Black folx, regarding us fighting for 
our lives, the privilege of the white people 
around us and how they react when their 
viewpoints on race are challenged. Many 

people do not want to have this discourse. 
It could be fear, pride, ignorance or just not 
knowing what to say. 

“If the biggest thing you have to deal 
with is feeling uncomfortable having a 
conversation, THEN YOU ARE PRIVI-
LEGED,” James-Wilson says.

“I did have a lot of conversations. Some 
people I was like, ‘Alright, I truly can’t deal 
with this right now.’ Some people, I tried to 
sort of communicate how it felt, and they 
were defensive immediately. And that was 
even more disappointing. And that sort of led 
to some friendships ending, and I think cer-
tain people from that have also come around. 

“I think that they do realize why I felt 
hurt and why I felt like I needed to speak 
up for myself. But yeah, I think I felt, in the 
article, I sort of talked about being interest-
ed in indie music and DIY culture and sort 
of eventually feeling really disappointed by 
a lot of the community I’ve been involved 
with. Because I think that I, myself, have 
even been blind to how little some people 
really care or understand what the experi-
ence of not being white and operating in an 
underground community is like.”

In Winnipeg’s metal community, I have 
often felt ostracized, because I feel and look 
like the odd one out. I’ve worn a T-shirt of a 
metal band and have been quizzed on the spot 
by white men who clearly had nothing better 
to do. It can be a harsh climate, where people 
can be judgmental, cruel and victimizing.

Being part of a subculture is hard 
enough, but try and see that through the 
lens of someone who is Black. Our narra-
tives. Our stories. They will be vastly dif-
ferent from yours. People will always have 
a hard time believing this, and I, frankly, 
have become weary trying to explain op-
pression in the music community to people 
who are complacent in believing that there 
are no problems regarding systemically op-
pressive and often racist behaviours.

I asked James-Wilson what he thinks of 
the events of this past year, their effect on 
inclusivity in the music scene and if that 
inclusivity is performative or authentic. He 
points out that representation of Black folx 
in the music scene in the last decade has 
seen slight improvements. However, there 
seems to be a disparity in the efforts put 

forth by white-owned record labels to ad-
dress the systemic issues of “racism, sexism 
and xenophobia, in a structural way.”

In his Pitchfork article, he says that 
“structural transformation is necessary.” 
In my own experiences in Winnipeg, I can 
absolutely agree with this. There needs to 
be a dramatic shift in diversifying at every 
single level. I am tired of constantly playing 
in white spaces and often feeling like a to-
ken of white guilt, because let’s be honest: 
these spaces were not meant for people like 
me, anyway. 

James-Wilson is realistic yet hopeful 
about the future, saying, “It’s going to take a 
long time, but the generation of young peo-
ple (is) already ensuring that that change is 
going to happen.”

In my hour-and-27-minute conversation 
with James-Wilson, I drew many parallels 
between his experiences, the experiences 
of those he interviewed for his article and 
my own. Through his soft-spoken nature, I 
saw someone who has a true love for music 
and the arts. His dedication to inclusivity 
and understanding the dichotomy between 
what you deserve and what you get as a 
Black person from the music industry was 
something that was refreshing yet unfortu-
nately necessary in the quest for self-fulfill-
ment and acceptance.

The Uniter Speaker Series presents: A Con-
versation with Matthew James-Wilson will 
stream live at facebook.com/theuniter on 
Thursday, Jan. 28 at 7 p.m. Read James-Wil-
son’s work at forgeartmag.com and pitch-
fork.com/features/article/what-its-like-to-
be-black-in-indie-music. His music can be 
found at castlepasture.bandcamp.com.

—

Kayla Fernandes is a Black gender non-conform-
ing metal/hardcore vocalist, activist and poet. 
Their band Vagina Witchcraft has opened for 
acts like Propagandhi and Cancer Bats. They 
often intertwine their activism with music, using 
lyricism, socio-political undertones and a barrage 
of riffs. They delivered a powerful spoken-word 
poem at the 2020 Justice4BlackLivesWinnipeg 
rally and funneled that momentum directly into 
their practice as an activist, musician and poet, 
using these platforms to call for action and ac-
countability in their communities.

Writer and musician Matthew James-Wilson will be a guest of The Uniter Speaker Series on Jan. 28.

THE UNITER  
SPEAKER SERIES 
PRESENTS MATTHEW 
JAMES-WILSON
Indie music, DIY culture and systemic racism

KAYLA FERNANDES VOLUNTEER VAGINAWITCHCRAFT
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Although Folklorama may look a bit differ-
ent this year, it will still highlight the cre-
ativity, originality and cultural authenticity 
of different communities in Winnipeg. 

Folklorama At Home: The Virtual Expe-
rience runs from Jan. 15 to March 26 and in-
volves various free interactive cultural work-
shops, all held online. 

Director of communications and virtual 
host Tanya Williams says although the orga-
nization secured the Safe At Home Manitoba 
grant, there were still some kinks to work out 
in the program.

“We knew that we could do this, but the 
challenge was bringing it online,” she says.

“We established Folklorama At Home 
last year to essentially bring elements of the 
festival – the arts, culture and entertain-
ment – to your house and senior homes. 
However, as things needed to change be-
cause of the pandemic,” Williams says, 
“We hired a fantastic production company, 
made sure we are following all of the health 
and safety protocols, and we put together a 
program plan that started on Jan. 15.”

Williams says the event not only pro-
vides work for artists and performers, but it 
also helps educate people and help to pro-
tect ethnic traditions in Winnipeg.

“The importance of an event like this is 
to preserve culture, and if you do not pre-
serve it, culture dies,” she says.

“So it is really important to have every 
vehicle possible to have culture exposed to 
as many audience groups as we can. This 

also gives the performers the opportunity 
to carry on the traditions of their culture.”

Bernard Phanthavong, president of the 
Flying Lions Dance Troupe, echoes this 
and says 2021 has opened up a lot of differ-
ent opportunities for cultural preservation 
and reaching a wider audience.

“This virtual experience is a way to sup-
port the community and preserve our cul-
ture in a different way,” he says.

“We can reach more people, not just 
across Canada, but all around the world 
this way.”

Panthavong started the troupe in 2006 
with family and friends. He wanted to pre-
serve a piece of Chinese culture in a fun and 
interactive way. Over time, the group contin-
ued to develop and be recognized.

“We continued to add goals and buck-
et-list ideas for us to do,” he says. “We contin-
ued to grow from there to do bigger shows, 
growing partnerships and had the opportu-
nity to travel internationally in 2018.”

The troupe will host a workshop on  Feb. 
12  (the same day as the Chinese New Year) 
that not only showcases the team’s perfor-
mances but also involves interactive pieces. 
Audiences at home can become honorary 
flying lions for the night.

“The Chinese lion symbol chases away evil 
spirits and brings good luck and prosperity, 
which is why it is normally seen in the new 
year, because it is meant to scare away any-
thing evil,” he says. “You can also see the lion 
dance in grand openings, birthdays, new cel-

ebrations and even weddings, as well.”
Experiencing cultures at Folklorama can 

help Winnipeggers become active world citi-
zens and, after a year like 2020, the lion dance 

seems appropriate to welcome a fresh start. 

The list for upcoming workshops is avail-
able at folklorama.ca/events.

NAAMAN STURRUP NAAMANSTURRUPARTS AND CULTURE REPORTER
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The Flying Lions Dance Troupe is one of many local cultural arts organizations bringing their 
work online for this year’s Folklorama.

IT’S FOR THE CULTURE
New format, same Folklorama experience

ARTS

Karen Cornelius, an artist and printmaker 
living in Winnipeg, knew she wanted to be 
an artist since she was a child in the Congo. 

“When I was in third grade, I had to do 
a poster for class, and it just came so easily 
to me. From that time on, I knew I was 
very interested in art,” Cornelius says.

Although Cornelius was born in the 
United States, she grew up in the Congo. 
She attended high school in Kenya and re-
turned to the US to receive her bachelor of 
fine arts from the Moore College of Art 
and Design in Philadelphia.  

“That’s where I discovered printmak-
ing. It was the first class I took, and I was 
like, ‘This is the match,’” Cornelius says. 

“It’s a different way of thinking than 
painting or drawing. Painting and draw-
ing are very direct, whereas in printmak-
ing, you have to think in reverse, because 
you have to take away or add to complete 
whatever it is.”

She studied more printmaking methods 
at the Ottawa School of Art, including Stan-
ley William Hayter’s viscosity technique. 

After learning more traditional print-
making forms, she studied environmen-
tally responsible printmaking techniques 
from Alfonso Crujera during her residency 
in the Canary Islands. 

“As I continued to work, especially once 
my children were born, I started to be 
much more interested in less toxic, more 

environmentally responsible ways of work-
ing,” she says. 

Cornelius is inspired by people she has 
met and learned from through her residen-
cies and travels. Her work, however, has a 
more personal tone. 

“My work is always about place or belong-
ing. I come back to it all the time,” she says. 

Her current work is influenced direct-
ly by the COVID-19 pandemic. She has 
been using what she has around her, more 
specifically, her hydrangeas. 

“I’ve been drawing them since spring, 
and (I’m) just really influenced by the anx-
iety, the fear, the isolation,” she says. “It’s 
actually super interesting to look at them. 
You look at them from what was happen-
ing when I was drawing them, and then 
throughout the rest of the year.”

Aside from her artwork, Cornelius 
has also been helping to educate others 
through the Manitoba Arts Council’s Art-
ists in Schools program. 

Before the COVID-19 pandemic, 
Cornelius was going into schools all over 
Manitoba to teach about her printmaking 
practice. Since then, she has been creating 
videos and putting together kits to send to 
schools to teach them virtually. 

“In Artists in Schools, I’ve had the op-
portunity to go and work with students in 
all these different places. I get to work with 
the teachers, mentor teachers and mentor 

local artists, because that was part of the 
program,” she says. 

For now, she works from home on per-
sonal projects and the Artists in Schools 
program, but she has residencies in Bali and 
Australia that she is looking forward to once 
things get back to some kind of normal. 

Cornelius’ work can be found on her web-
site, karencornelius.com, or on Instagram 
@cornelius.karen. She also has work for 
sale at Martha Street Studio, where she is 
a member artist.

REBECCA DRIEDGER VOLUNTEER
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Artist and printmaker Karen Cornelius’ work has followed her across multiple continents.

A SENSE OF  
BELONGING  
THROUGH  
PRINTMAKING
Origin Stories: Karen Cornelius

REBECCADRIEDGER



ARTS

The painter has the universe in his mind and 
hands.
—Leonardo da Vinci

Although she may not be the great Re-
naissance painter inspiring unimaginable 
creativity, Winnipeg Art and Wine direc-
tor Kathy Johnston wants the communi-
ty to realize the latent talent for painting 
in everyone. Of course, it can be a little 
easier to realize this with a drink or two, 
responsibly.

Winnipeg Art and Wine is a paint-par-

ty company that has been offering services 
for five years to Winnipeg and surround-
ing areas. Now, the company hosts virtual 
paint parties online.

Johnston says the biggest hurdle for be-
ginners to overcome is stress. However, as 
a painter of 43 years, the seasoned director 
says her methods are aimed at solving this 
and helping participants create master-
pieces in a respectful timeframe in a more 
relaxed atmosphere.

“When most people begin, they are so 
stressed and nervous and do not know 

what to do,” she says.
“However, we are going to (teach them) 

in a fun way where there is no stress, and 
we are going to walk the participants 
through it simply. The classes are a little 
more basic, where they can have fun, grab 
a beverage, listen to some music and com-
plete an actual painting within the three-
hour time slot.”

Fellow teacher and artist Jessica Beau-
grand says when non-essential businesses 
were closed in March of last year, there 
was uncertainty over the future of Win-
nipeg Art and Wine. After all, the busi-
ness is based on in-person teachings and 
known for its community atmosphere. 

She turned to social media and started free 
Facebook and Instagram livestreams, and the 
idea for virtual paint classes was born.

“I needed something that helped me to 
have a creative release, but also to share 
that with other people,” she says. 

“However, this quickly expanded from 
my page to the Winnipeg Art and Wine 
page, and so many people started to join 
and share them.”

Beaugrand points out the open, com-
municative nature of her classes and en-
courages active participation.

“When people have questions or have 
trouble mixing the right colours, they do 
have the option to turn on their camera, 
unmute and ask any questions that they 
have and show me specifically what they 
are having issues with,” she says.

“So we are still able to have that com-
munity. Meeting over Zoom is closer to 
what it would be like in real life.”

Beaugrand says that although 2020 was 
a time of both testing and evolution, she is 
optimistic of the future.

“Even when things go a little bit back to 
normal, having those options of being able 
to do it from the comfort of your home as 
well as in person is something that I would 
really like to explore,” she says.

The next virtual class is Feb. 10 at 6 
p.m., and it costs $12 to attend. Anyone 
who needs a paint kit should visit winni-
pegartandwine.com.

SUPPLIED PHOTO

Winnipeg Art and Wine has brought their low-pressure brand of painting lessons and drinks to the online livestreaming world.

GRAB A PAINTBRUSH, 
AND MAYBE A DRINK
Art school looks to spark creativity in Winnipeg

ADVERTISE  
WITH US!
Great reach, great rates!

For online advertising rates and more information,  
contact Olivia Norquay at businessmgr@uniter.ca.
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ARTS BRIEFS

One Queer City
Originally slated to appear in 1997 as One 
Gay City, a new public art installation by art-
ners Shauna Dempsey and Lorri Millan is 
now showing downtown. The duo originally 
came up with the concept as a response to 
then-mayor Susan Thompson, who refused 
to sanction a Gay Pride Day. The work was 
never installed, but One Queer City is now up 
in downtown Transit shelters until Feb. 14. A 
full map is available at umanitoba.ca/art/one-
queer-city-2020.

Lana Winterhalt and 
MoonBell release Still
Power couple Lana Winterhalt and Josh 
Richert (MoonBell) released Still, a collabora-
tive EP and poetry collection. Still features 16 
works from poets across Canada, paired with 
photography from MoonBell. All proceeds 
of the EP go to the West Central Women’s 
Resource Centre. Find the EP on streaming 
platforms or preorder the collection from la-
nawinterhalt.com.

small gatherings at 
PLATFORM centre
PLATFORM centre is hosting a new exhibi-
tion. small gatherings features new work by 
Jaime Black and Brandy Bjarnason Bloxom. 
The exhibition runs from Feb. 5 to March 6, 
but details on how to view this work will be 
revealed closer to the opening, based on pro-
vincial health guidelines. PLATFORM plans 
to include a reception and artist talk, so stay 
tuned at platformgallery.org.

Unshakeable:  
An Epilepsy Awareness 
Concert
Unshakeable is a free concert featuring singers 
and instrumentalists from across Canada to 
boost epilepsy awareness. The show will be 
streamed via Facebook Live and include per-
formances from Winnipeg artists Elliot Lazar, 
Karly Epp and Elena Howard-Scott. Audience 
members are encouraged to donate to Epilep-
sy Canada, and the show starts at 7 p.m. on 
Monday, Feb. 8.

Begonia announces  
live album
Recorded at her sold-out show at the West 
End Cultural Centre, Begonia’s live album is a 
selection of songs from her last live show in 
February 2020. Begonia was forced to cancel 
the rest of the tour due to the COVID-19 pan-
demic. The Fear Tour Live Album is available 
on all streaming platforms on Jan. 29, and the 
entire show can be screened on Vimeo. The 
album also contains an extra track titled “Bus.”

Creating in a digital 
world
Prairie Theatre Exchange is hosting a free pro-
fessional development workshop as part of their 
Training Hub. Join HEIST, a live-art media compa-
ny from Halifax, as they discuss dramaturgy for 
the live digital medium. Registration opens on Jan. 
25. The Jan. 30 workshop runs from 1 to 2 p.m. 
for a maximum of 20 people. Sign up at pte.mb.ca 
for this free workshop. Closed captioning and ASL 
interpretation is available. 

The 1963 Czechoslovak sci-fi film Ikarie 
XB-1 (originally released as Voyage to the 
End of the Universe in English-language 
markets) follows a 40-person starship crew 
in the year 2163 as they embark on a precar-
ious 28-month-long voyage. Their destina-
tion is the Alpha Centauri system with the 
purpose of discovering the “White Planet.” 

With the film having inspired the cre-
ation of 2001: A Space Odyssey, it comes as 
no surprise that Ikarie XB-1 is a classic.

The film’s plot focuses on the human 
crew aboard the vessel as they try to main-
tain some semblance of their earthly life. 
Because of this, Ikarie XB-1 has a domestic 
quality to it initially. 

As the film progresses into an air of 
unease, however, the brilliance of its pac-
ing and mood begins to shine through. 

The gradual build into disquiet is exe-
cuted with patience and skill. The shift 
from the peaceful and somewhat quaint 

mood into instability is done in a way 
that’s seamless and engaging. 

Impressively, the film doesn’t rely on 
action to convey a sense of danger. In fact, 
threats come in the form of exposure to 
radiation, sickness and insanity, as opposed 
to extraterrestrials or rogue machines. 
There’s no villain or corrupt force bent on 
destroying the crew. They’re alone and have 
to look out for one another to survive. 

In essence, the plot does exceedingly 
well in conveying themes of integrity 
while exploring the perils of human error. 
The film’s story, in its simplicity, is poi-
gnant and meaningful. 

In addition to an exceptional narra-
tive, the film’s visual aspects are equally 
astounding. 

The set design, though somewhat dated, 
is pleasing to look at, if not a little charm-
ing. The interior areas of the starship are 
vast. They’re clean and sleek, with intrigu-
ing structures that carry a futuristic qual-
ity. Outside of an obnoxiously clunky 

robot, the starship’s technology holds up 
relatively well (even if it’s a little campy at 
times). 

But the most praiseworthy elements of 
the film’s visual traits are its cinematogra-
phy and practical effects. The framing of 
each shot is phenomenal and does well in 
showing off the remarkably convincing 
special effects. 

Specifically, the sequence where two 
of the crew members explore a decrepit 
spaceship features the coolest part of the 
film in terms of camera work and effects. 
Those scenes alone make the entire movie 
worth watching. 

Taken together, Ikarie XB-1 is the per-
fect film for hardcore and casual sci-fi fans 
alike. Plus, if English-speaking viewers 
have to rely on subtitles to understand 
what’s going on, the manageable 90-min-
ute runtime poses less of a challenge. Even 
for those who’re put off by subtitles in 
general, the film is indisputably worth the 
effort to watch. 

KEESHA HAREWOOD FEATURES REPORTER KEESHAHAREWOOD
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IKARIE XB-1
Plays Jan. 8 to Feb. 5 at Cinematheque
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HANNAH FOULGER FOULGERSCOVFEFE SPEAKSTORYARTS AND CULTURE EDITORTHE UNITER IS 
SEEKING COMIC 
CONTRIBUTORS

The Uniter is looking for  
local emerging artists to  

create comics on a  
volunteer basis.

See your work in  
newsprint, online and  

distributed around the city 
while you enhance skills.

Contact Talia at  
creative@uniter.ca  

for more information!
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Winter camping can be an enigma to many. 
The main differences between winter and 
summer camping include access to wash-
room facilities, water filtering and what type 
of tent is used. The necessary equipment 
differs from that typically used for summer 
camping, and it can be more expensive to get 
started. There is a lot to know to ensure a safe 
camping experience in the wintertime.

“To specify how winter camping is different 
than other seasons would take a complete book 
to explain,” Davey Bailey, an outdoor enthusi-
ast with over 30 years of experience, says. 

“Things like the gear being different, 
and processing water is melting snow versus 
filtering water. The layering of clothes and 
moisture management are top priorities in 
the winter ... Obstacles unseen under the 
snow and condensation in your shelter are 
very real hazards.” 

Bailey talks about outdoor fun and adven-
ture on his YouTube channel, LeatherTramp 

Expeditions. He explains that, in winter 
camping, everything takes longer, and the 
days are shorter.

According to Matt Peters, an experi-
enced certified Paddle Canada and Outdoor 
Council of Canada instructor and four-sea-
son wilderness guide at Wilderland Adven-
ture Company, what makes winter camping 
different is the presence of snow. 

While many people hot tent (camping 
in a tent equipped with a jack for a wood 
stove), many others are cold-tent campers. 
Cold tenting is closer to traditional summer 
camping. Peters has found people are more 
interested in hot tenting in cold weather.

“I call it a modified traditional winter 
camping. We use woodstove-heated tents 
but plastic sleds and more modern equip-
ment,” Peters says. 

For Garrett Fache, an employee at Wil-
derness Supply, as well as a guide and adven-
ture photographer at Wild House Media, 

the biggest difference is the silence. 
“Since snow muffles so many sounds that 

in summer fill up the ambient noise, winter 
camping has this incredible ability to just be 
quiet. It’s so unique and special,” Fache says.

“Winter camping is quiet, peaceful and, 
most importantly, usually doesn’t have oth-
ers out where I am,” rusty Jensen, an outdoor 
enthusiast with an extraordinary amount of 
personal and professional experience, says. 

Jensen has worked for the Horse Mounted 
Wilderness Law Enforcement park ranger 
and wilderness patrols, with backcountry 
duties and experience at the Grand Can-
yon, Yosemite, Shenandoah, Everglades, 
Theodore Roosevelt and Redwood National 
Parks before moving to Canada.

Peters believes the challenge of winter 
camping is the temperature, which is the 
same in the backcountry or the backyard. He 
says the solution lies in contingency planning. 

“In a nutshell, winter camping is different 

because of the complexity of the experience 
... Once you are able to be comfortable in 
the cold, find yourself enjoying the winter 
landscape and are confident in your ability 
to stay warm, we expand into longer and 
more remote trips,” Peters says. 

Front-end winter camping will often 
have heated washrooms, while backcountry 
campsites may have backcountry toilets if on 
a maintained route. However, campers along 
a route that doesn’t have toilets during the 
summer should follow the Leave No Trace 
ethics, which involve being 200 feet from a 
trail, campsite or water source and digging a 
hole that’s six to eight inches deep. 

In winter, rather than dig a hole in fro-
zen ground, it’s best to let waste freeze in the 
snow, pick it up in a plastic bag and carry 
it out.

Feature continues on next page.

Experienced campers share advice for safe and fun winter excursions

The idea of camping during Manitoba’s frigid winters can seem daunting, but not only is it possible, it can also be a lot of fun!

DEMYSTIFYING  
WINTER CAMPING



Feature continues on next page.

GETTING STARTED

HOW TO GET THERE

ESSENTIALS

“Know yourself and (your) experience,” 
Bailey says. “Get a white gas stove, as 
a canister stove is virtually useless in 
frigid temps.”

Lower temperatures cause low pres-
sure in canister stoves, which prevents 
them from working correctly. Therefore, 
liquid-fuel stoves are recommended for 
winter camping.

“Everything else I use is three-season 
gear. This again goes back to layering. I 
use two to three sleeping bags, because 
a Western Mountaineering sleeping bag 
is $1,100. Layering clothing is warmer 
than a snowsuit,” Bailey says.

Go “with someone with skills and 
experience winter camping. I started 
out the same way and grew in my abil-
ities and confidence. Camping should 
be enjoyable, and having folks around 
you that are comfortable in a challeng-

ing environment where you may be 
just starting to experience will help you 
navigate the challenges you will face,” 
Peters says.

Fache’s suggestion is along the same lines. 
Going “with someone who has done 

it before is a big one. I also think it can 
be great to do a test run for a night in a 
backyard or somewhere that has imme-
diate access to warmth in case things go 
wrong,” he says.

“Go out and do it,” Jensen says. “The only 
way you will learn is through experience.” 

When it comes to sourcing water, 
Jensen suggests melting ice and men-
tions it takes more snow than a camper 
might expect to get a usable amount of 
water. He also suggests avoiding wet, 
cold weather, such as fog and high 
humidity, or melting temperatures 
during the day that freeze overnight.

Fache hauls in his gear on foot, ski 
or fat bike (a bicycle with oversized 
off-road tires). When skiing, Fache 
attaches a sled to his pack and tows 
along some extra gear.

Peters considers there to be two 
types of camping: static and dynamic.

“Static is where you head out and 
set up a camp and hang out. This is 
typically your car-camping scenario. 
Dynamic camping or ‘tripping’ is 
where your day is filled with travel 

to campsites or trailheads. Both have 
unique things that make them fun.”

Peters pulls outfitted sleds packed 
with equipment. 

Jensen skis in and uses a pulk, 
which is a variety of winter sled. He 
finds skiing easier than snowshoeing 
for camping. Snowshoeing is a fun 
workout, but cross-country skiing is 
best to avoid becoming too sweaty 
and damp.

Everyone has a different opinion on 
what is essential for camping. How-
ever, in winter camping, essentials 
follow the same theme: safety.

Fache considers an emergency foil 
bivy sack an essential.

“It is so small but can pack a seri-
ous amount of warmth in an emer-
gency heat situation,” he says.

Jensen says it is essential to know the 
gear and how to manage gear failures.

“Have a backup plan and practice 
that plan ... I winter camp solo. Going 
solo requires leaving good informa-
tion about my plans, (including) 
route, destination, duration, side-ad-

venture possibilities,” he says.
Peters believes essentials to be 

a warm sleeping system, food, hot 
drinks, layers, footwear, wool socks, 
dry feet, the ability to start a fire, a 
first-aid kit and a back-up plan.

“Always have a detailed trip plan 
and leave it with someone. Have a 
reliable method of communication 
... (know) your limits and reason-
ably stay within your abilities and 
resources. Plan for more time than 
you would in the warmer months. 
Always have ample travel time during 
winter conditions and never be afraid 
to turn back,” Peters says.

BRING ALONG  
SOMETHING FUN!

Fache enjoys bringing along a deck of playing cards and snowshoes.
“The toboggan you use to carry extra gear can be a blast to go rip down hills” Fache says.
Jensen likes to bring along a good book. Peters enjoys playing cards in groups, good 

food, time on the trail, a warm drink, campfires, fishing and exploring the area.

SUPPLIED PHOTO

“In a nutshell, winter camping is different because of the complexity of the experience.” - Matt Peters, instructor 
and four-seasons wilderness guide

“Winter camping is quiet, peaceful and, most importantly, doesn’t usually have others out where I am.”  
- rusty Jensen, outdoor enthusiast

“To specify how winter camping is different would take a complete book to explain.” - outdoor enthusiast Davey Bailey

Garrett Fache is a guide and adventure photographer at Wild House Media.



FAVOURITE PLACES
People can be a little secretive 
about their favourite places to 
winter camp, as the point seems 
to be to get away.

Peters enjoys backcountry 
camping in Riding Mountain 
National Park or Whiteshell 
Provincial Park. 

“Front-country winter camp-
ing is wonderful in Riding 
Mountain, as they now have 
campsites and access to heated 
washrooms and a shared warm-
ing shack,” Peter adds.

Fache’s favourite places are 
Nopiming Park or the Blood-
vein River. Bailey would rather 
be in the mountains, but his 
Manitoba pick is Whiteshell 
Provincial Park.

“It has the terrain I love ... big 
rocks, big trees, and ruggedness 
not found on the open plains. 
Last year, I did four days in the 
open prairies. This year, five days 
in the Whiteshell ... they both 
have their beauty, but I prefer a 
rugged landscape,” Bailey says.

Fache says winter camping 
isn’t as accessible as summer 
camping, since gear is more 
expensive and not as readily 
available to rent. He suggests 
a low-cost option is to borrow 
equipment from a friend.

“It can be easy to make 
friends who have gear! The 
communities are very welcom-
ing,” Fache says.

TIPS AND TRICKS

June graduation 
deadline
The application deadline for 
students who will finish their 
final courses in April and who 
are interested in graduating in 
June is Feb. 1. Applications can 
be submitted on WebAdvisor, 
and students will be contacted if 
there are any issues. 

CITY BRIEFS
ALEX  NEUFELDT CITY EDITOR

Aging policy 
maturation
The Manitoba Liberal Party 
will host a policy incubator 
event on aging in Manitoba. 
The event will focus on issues 
in senior-care policy in Man-
itoba that have come to light 
as a result of the COVID-19 
pandemic and possible policy 
solutions. Registration for the 
event is available on the Mani-
toba Liberal Party website.

Religion,  
migration and 
landscape in  
Latin America
The Department of Geogra-
phy’s second public lecture in 
their 2020-21 Speaker Series 
will take place on Feb. 3 and fea-
ture Dr. Ben Nobbs-Thiessen, 
who will speak on his recent 
book, Landscape of Migration: 
Mobility and Environmental 
Change on Bolivia’s Tropical 
Frontier Since 1952 and his 
other research into religious 
communities and environmental 
change in Latin America. 

Hone your study 
skills
The Academic Advising team 
from Student Services is offer-
ing two new study skills work-
shops as midterms and reading 
week approach: Writing in Style: 
Tips for Writing Academic Es-
says on Feb. 1 and Acing your 
Exams: Memory & Test-Taking 
Strategies on Feb. 3. Registra-
tion details are available on the 
University of Winnipeg website. 

Virtual reading 
with Dr. Afua 
Cooper
The next event in the English 
department’s Black Writing in 
Canada Series will take place 
on Feb. 4 and feature Dr. Afua 
Cooper, who is a professor at 
Dalhousie University and is 
Halifax’s seventh poet laure-
ate. Registration for the event 
is available on the University of 
Winnipeg website. 

The interim  
president’s  
gambit
Dr. James Currie, the interim 
president of the University of 
Winnipeg, is hosting an online 
chess competition from Feb. 1 
to 5. A successful participant 
will play against Dr. Currie, 
who is a skilled blitz chess 
player. Registration for the 
tournament is now closed. 

For more information on 
winter camping, check out 
Bailey’s YouTube channel, 

LeatherTramp Expedi-
tions. Information specif ic 
to parks and trails can be 

found on the Parks Canada 
website at pc.gc.ca. For 

those less conf ident about 
braving the outdoors 

alone, Wilderland Adven-
ture Company provides 

organized wilderness trips. 
Follow Fache’s adventures 

@wildhousemedia  
on Instagram.

PETERS
Pack a thermos and keep a hot  
or warm beverage in it.

Avoid alcohol, as it causes  
dehydration.

Plan simple meals.

Pack butter and/or chocolate to 
mix in hot chocolate to give you 
more calories.

Always pack your communication 
device in an inside pocket of your 
jacket to keep warm with your  
body heat.

Always pack two ways  
to ignite a f ire: matches  
and a lighter. 

FACHE
A Nalgene (or other  
water bottle) full of warm 
water in your sleeping bag is 
really nice through the night.    

BAILEY
During the day, keep water 
bottles upside down. Water in 
your bottle will freeze where 
the air is inside the bottle, 
and for storage during day or 
night at camp, bury them in 
the snow. Snow is an insulator 
and will keep the water right 
at freezing temperature.    

JENSEN
Don’t sweat! The key is not to 
sweat. Go slow, take breaks. 

Put damp items like socks or long 
johns or other items you need to 
keep warm in your sleeping bag.

“I probably don’t even stake my tent 
on half of my trips. If it’s not overly 
windy, I’m not overly concerned 
about blowing my tent away once 
I get my gear in it. I do stake my 
rain f ly so that my vestibule zippers 
work. If the ground is too frozen to 
pound the stakes in an adequate 
depth, then I would use a deadman 
(anchor). Once you pack your camp-
ing site down with your snowshoes 
and/or skis and wait an hour or so, 
it gets quite f irm, and you can get  
a real good purchase in the snow.”

GENERAL
Make sure the trail you  
are using is appropriate for 
your activity. Some trails 
have specif ic usage:  
snowshoeing, skiing  
or hiking. 

Davey Bailey says that winter camping on prairies and on mountains “both have their beauty, but I prefer a rugged landscape.”



In a recent Executive Policy Committee 
(EPC) meeting on Jan. 20, Mayor Brian 
Bowman introduced a motion seeking to 
give all 18 councils in the Winnipeg metro-
politan region a voice in the regional plan-
ning process through Plan 20-50. 

Led by the Winnipeg Metropolitan Region 
(WMR) board, Plan 20-50 aims to provide a 
blueprint for regional planning in the Winni-
peg capital region over the next 30 years. The 
capital region includes the city of Winnipeg 
and 17 surrounding rural municipalities. 

Plan 20-50 is “probably one of the most 
significant planning documents in a gen-
eration,” Bowman says. “Getting it right 
and making sure there’s appropriate buy-in 
from the municipal councils as well as our 
residents is obviously going to be key.”

Adopting a regional plan for the Winni-
peg capital region follows in the footsteps 
of many major cities in Canada and around 
the world, according to Colleen Sklar, the 
executive director of the WMR. 

She says the WMR has consulted with 
over 450 people on over 800 touchpoints to 
see how conditions for circular economies 
and communities could be created in the 
capital region. 

“What a regional plan does is it allows 
communities within a region to come col-
laborate and co-operate across multiple ju-

risdictions,” Sklar says. 
Sklar says the relationship between the 

metro and regional community in Win-
nipeg has generally been characterized by 
competition. As the rural communities in 
the capital region continue to grow, she says 
this way of structuring isn’t ideal.

“Across the globe, regions that are prosper-
ous economically, protecting their environ-
ment and providing good lives for residents 
are all moving to models of collaboration as 
opposed to competition,” Sklar says. 

On the other hand, balancing the inter-
ests of rural municipalities and those who 
live in the city could potentially pose an ob-
stacle. In previous years, tensions between 
city dwellers and rural municipality resi-
dents who commute to the city but pay con-
siderably less property tax than those within 
city limits ignited a debate over whether toll 
booths should be implemented. 

In a Canadian Centre for Policy Alterna-
tives report published in 2019, it was sug-
gested that a commuter fee be implemented 
for those who live in exurban communities 
but commute to the city every day as a way 
to stimulate Winnipeg’s infrastructure and 
increase city revenue. 

Bowman says the desire for rural munic-
ipalities to have a say in regional planning 
has been voiced by the mayors of Selkirk 

and West St. Paul. He says there have been 
increasing concerns shared by municipalities 
that want to make sure their perspectives are 
considered and that their interests are repre-
sented in the development of the plan. 

“We want to co-ordinate it as best as we 

can,” Bowman says. “If it can be improved, 
that’s a good thing.” 

The motion will receive a vote from 
members of the city council on Jan. 28. 

ILLUSTRATION BY GABRIELLE FUNK

PLAN 20-50 OPENS UP 
TO MORE VOICES
Regional planners hope to foster collaboration 
over competition

CITY

Who will get the vaccine first? Should a vac-
cine passport be mandated for those who 
wish to travel?

Many technological advances that have come 
out of the COVID-19 pandemic can be at-
tributed to the hard sciences – but the rollout of 
COVID-19 vaccines extends beyond that scope. 
The question of who gets what, when and how 
demands rigorous ethical examination. 

Katarina Lee-Ameduri, a clinical ethicist 
at St. Boniface Hospital, says two key ethical 
concerns arise out of the COVID-19 vaccine: 
one of development and another of allocation. 
Now that several COVID-19 vaccines have 
been furthered from the development stage 
into allocation, she says the question of how 
vaccines are distributed is crucial. 

“From an ethics lens, accessibility and risk 
are the two things that I’m most concerned 
with,” Lee-Ameduri says. 

In Manitoba, like many other places in 
Canada and around the world, vaccines are 
currently being allocated to those who work 
with people who are most vulnerable to the 
effects of COVID-19. That includes health-
care workers, long-term care workers, correc-
tional centre employees and those who han-
dle COVID-19 in a laboratory setting. 

“The consensus pretty well everywhere in 
Canada, and probably shared internationally, 
is that the criterion we should use is who is 
the most vulnerable,” Dr. Arthur Schafer, a 

bioethicist and the founding director of the 
Centre for Professional and Applied Ethics at 
the University of Manitoba, says. 

In the field of bioethics, Schafer says there 
are a number of principles and frameworks 
for making ethical decisions in healthcare 
policy. He says one example is the principle of 
harm minimization, which supports the idea 
that those who work with those most vulner-
able to COVID-19 should be given priority. 

“We want to use the vaccine in a way that 
will produce the greatest benefit to those who 
are most likely to suffer the greatest if they be-
come infected,” he says. 

Glancing into a time when the vaccine is 
more widely available, some have tabled the 
idea of a “vaccine passport.” This would grant 
those who have been vaccinated mobility privi-
leges such as travel and attending concerts. 

Schafer believes this will raise another se-
ries of ethical questions. He says there is still 
uncertainty around how long the vaccine will 
grant immunity, and whether one could still 
be infectious to others. 

“Until we know that, which presumably 
we will in the next few months, the idea of 
the vaccine passport is not one that would be 
very useful,” Schafer says. 

Lee-Ameduri says that while the logistics 
of vaccine distribution will likely get more 
efficient as time goes on, she also suspects 
that the question of who will receive the next 

round of immunizations could become more 
complicated.

“If I’m a 70-year-old but I’m very, very 
healthy, but there’s a 65-year-old who has a 
lot of comorbidities and health conditions, 
should the 65-year-old with the health condi-
tions take a greater priority?” she says. “That 

opens up the question of, well, is age the ap-
propriate mechanism?” 

With great technological advances comes 
the necessity of ethical questioning. As the 
trajectory of the pandemic falls closer to “nor-
malcy,” ethics will continue to play an ines-
capable role. 

VACCINE CONFRONTS 
ETHICS
COVID-19 vaccine allocation raises ethical 
implications

Arthur Schafer is a bioethicist and the director of the Centre for Professional and Applied  
Ethics at the University of Manitoba.
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CAMPUS

Last December, the University of Win-
nipeg (U of W) senate passed a motion 
allowing students to choose alternate 
grading options for the fall 2020 term. 
Originally proposed by the U of W Stu-
dents’ Association (UWSA), the motion is 
intended to support students throughout 
the COVID-19 pandemic, according to 
Shawna Peloquin, the UWSA president.

“I am confident it is a positive move for 
students,” she says in an email to The Uniter, 
though she mentions the plan isn’t perfect.

According to the U of W website, two 
options are available to students who do not 
want some or all of their fall 2020 grades 
to affect their grade point average (GPA). 
The first option allows students to exempt 
marks from their GPA. However, the grade 
will still remain on the student’s transcript.

The second option allows students to 
display “standing” (for a passing grade) 
or “F” (for a failing grade) on their tran-
scripts in lieu of letter grades. A standing 
mark will not affect their GPA.

Students who decide to exercise one of 
these options should familiarize them-
selves with departmental regulations, de-
gree requirements and policies at other 
post-secondary institutions they wish to 

attend in the future. Requests to use al-
ternate grading options must be submitted 
by Feb. 12.

According to Peloquin, the UWSA 
was intimately involved in advocating for 
these alternate grading options. 

“The UWSA, with the support and 
guidance of faculty members, brought 
forward a revised version of the alternate 
grading option motion (approved) last 
spring to the Dec. 22 senate meeting for 
approval,” she says. 

Peloquin points to a petition on change.
org with over 8,000 signatures calling for 
improvements “to the deliverance meth-
od, course material and student care” at 
the U of W and University of Manitoba 
as one of the reasons she was compelled to 
act on this issue. 

Khalil Qasem, president of the Busi-
ness Administration Students’ Associa-
tion, says the U of W’s implementation of 
this alternate grading policy is a “generally 
positive” step.

“(They’ve) provided students with fair 
information,” he says. 

“They’re also maintaining a specific 
standard, saying that prerequisites are pre-
requisites, which is generally fair,” Qasem 

says. He believes maintaining academic 
integrity is important to post-secondary 
institutions like the U of W.

However, as Qasem points out, “a lot 
of the concerns that students have don’t 
necessarily have anything to do with the 
pivoting (from in-person to online classes) 
because of COVID-19.”

One such concern is the job market af-
ter graduation. One way students can im-
prove their future prospects, Qasem says, 
is by participating in extracurricular activ-

ities at the U of W.
“There are a lot of opportunities at the 

U of W that go unfilled or unnoticed that 
employers look for,” he says.

The UWSA or the U of W have yet to 
announce a similar proposal for the winter 
2021 term.

For more information on alternate grad-
ing options for fall 2020, visit theuwsa.
ca/2020/12/alternate-grading-fall2020.

On Feb. 5 from 3 to 4:30 p.m., the Univer-
sity of Winnipeg (U of W) Department of 
Classics is hosting a Zoom event entitled 
“Riding through the Ancient World.” Dr. 
Carolyn Willekes from Mount Royal Uni-
versity will give a short lecture followed by 
a more conversational question-and-an-
swer period.

“Riding through the Ancient World” is 
part of the department’s annual New Di-
rections in Classics series, held since 2017. 
The series’ five events for 2020 through 
2021 are being held on Zoom due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic. 

Dr. Peter J. Miller, chair of the Depart-
ment of Classics and co-founder of the se-
ries, says his goal has always been for these 
events to reach beyond his department. 

“It’s aimed mostly at students from out-
side of our discipline, other faculty mem-
bers and staff and, of course, members of 
the general public,” he says.

This years’ New Directions in Classics 
series began in October with a presentation 
by Dr. Matt Gibbs and was followed by Dr. 
Conor Whately’s presentation in November. 

“Our idea is to get speakers talking 

about new research,” Miller says. 
“It’s not about ‘nitty-gritty scholars-

talking-to-scholars work,’ but rather peo-
ple who are interested in ancient Greece, 
Rome, Egypt and the Mediterranean in 
general and who can take that and trans-
late it to the general public,” he says. 

Miller says he wanted Willekes to pres-
ent for a number of years. 

“She is doing the kind of work that this 
series is really about,” he adds. 

Willekes’ talk will focus on horses in 
the ancient world. 

“The horse is an animal that a lot of 
people feel a connection to,” she says. 

“As much as my research is couched in 
academia, in the methodology, in the Lat-
in and all of that, it’s a topic that you need 
to have some real-world experience to be 
able to really grapple with,” Willekes says. 
She mentions her own experience as an 
avid equestrian as the driving force behind 
her research and passion for the subject.

“What I find particularly rewarding 
and fascinating is, because I’ve had these 
opportunities to travel to so many places 
and visit with people from a wide variety 

of different cultural backgrounds, (that) 
though I come in as an outsider, the horse 
quickly becomes a unifier,” Willekes says.

The final two events of this academic 
year will be held in March. On March 5, 
Dr. Jessica Romney from MacEwan Uni-
versity will present on “Wine, Song, and 
Self.” The March 26 event will feature Dr. 
Michael MacKinnon from the U of W 
and his presentation “Reconstructing the 

role of dogs and cats in classical antiquity 
from archaeological remains.”

More information on the New Directions 
in Classics series can be found at uwin-
nipeg.ca/classics/new-directions-in-clas-
sics-2020-21.html.

ALTERNATE GRADING 
OPTIONS FOR U OF W 
STUDENTS
UWSA president applauds important move

‘RIDING THROUGH 
THE ANCIENT WORLD’
U of W classics department hosts online  
lectures
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Khalil Qasem, president of the Business Administration Students’ Association

Dr. Carolyn Willekes from Mount Royal University will present a lecture on horses in the ancient 
world for the New Directions in Classics speaker series.
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When associate professor and chair of the 
Human Ethics Committee Jeannie Kerr 
read the ad for her current position in the 
Faculty of Education at the University of 
Winnipeg (U of W), she couldn’t believe 
it was real. 

“I actually thought it was a bit of a joke,” 
Kerr says. 

“They actually were looking for somebody 
who is in philosophy, is concerned about so-
cial-justice issues and has been a practicing 
classroom teacher in an inner-city commu-
nity. So, literally things you don’t generally 
find all in the same person, and it’s my weird 
combination of experience.” 

In the classroom, Kerr’s work is centred 
around how education produces inequality. 
Instead of instructing students on how to 
teach a specific discipline, such as science or 
mathematics, her lessons focus on systemic 
issues in the school system.

“I teach the courses Contemporary Issues 
in Inner-City Education and Just and Effec-
tive Schooling,” she says. “I love the courses I 

teach. Most faculties of education don’t have 
these kinds of courses.” 

Kerr’s inner-city course is mandatory for 
all education students. 

“I feel like it’s a really important interven-
tion that is kind of unique to the University of 
Winnipeg,” she says.

Initially, Kerr found that her lectures came 
as a shock to her students. Most didn’t realize 
how much inequality existed in education-
al systems. However, over time, she’s found 
more of her students have shown increasing 
interest in the topic. She hopes their openness 
to learn about complex issues will improve as 
time goes on. 

“We all have to be change agents if we 
want to be teachers, if we believe what we say 
we do,” she says. “We’re not just going in to 
teach science, we’re teaching people within a 
society about our values, as well.”

—
What’s the best thing about your work?

“The freedom. I get to do whatever 

research I want. I’m in all these different 
research projects, and I love it.” 

What do you like to do in your spare 
time?

“Walk my dogs. I do it all the time.”  

If you could have any superpower, what 
would it be?

“I would be able to talk to animals.” 

What’s one idea you hope your students 
take away from lessons?

“That they can be part of change, and they 
need to be.” 

AGENTS FOR  
CHANGE
Jeannie Kerr, associate professor and chair of 
Human Ethics Committee, Faculty of Education, 
U of W
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STUDY SKILLS WORKSHOPS
Study Skills Workshops are de-
signed to improve your learning 
skills and help you achieve your 
academic goals. Organized by Ac-
ademic and Career Services, these 
workshops are FREE to all students.  
Topics that will be covered include 
note-taking, using the Library, 
time management, and academic 
writing.  

The workshops for Winter Term 
2021 will be delivered via Zoom on 
Mondays and Wednesdays until 
Feb. 3. Pre-registration is required.

Please see: uwinnipeg.ca/academ-
ic-advising/study-skills-workshops.
html.

GRADES
Grades for Fall Term classes are 
now posted on WebAdvisor.

Due to the COVID-19 public health 
emergency, University of Winnipeg 
students may choose how their 
grades will affect their grade point 
average (GPA) calculation for the 
Fall 2020 term. For details, please 
see: uwinnipeg.ca/covid-19/final-
grade-options-faq.html.

APPLICATIONS FOR  
GRADUATION 
Applications for June graduation are 
now open for students who expect 
to complete all of their requirements 
by the end of April. The deadline to 

apply for graduation is Mon., Feb. 
1. Go to the “Student Planning/
Registration” link on WebAdvisor. 
Click on the “Graduation” tab and 
apply to graduate.

BURSARIES 
Winter 2021 Bursaries will open 
mid-December 2020. Application 
deadline will be Mon., Feb. 1.

Need help getting connected to the 
financial supports you need and 
deserve to pay for your education? 
Visit the Awards website uwin-
nipeg.ca/awards to check out our 
various info pages, or Contact Us 
to find out the many ways you can 
connect with Awards and Financial 
Aid staff. 

TRANSIT SUBSIDY 

A $78 UWSA Transit Subsidy will 
be available to students who pur-
chase a semester bus pass for the 
2021 Winter term. Applications are 
available through our online award 
application system and will remain 
open until Mon., Feb. 1.

WEBINAR WEDNESDAYS
In weekly sessions, Student Ser-
vices staff will continue to share 
valuable strategies and tips to 
help you succeed at UWinnipeg. 
The next session is on Wed., Feb. 
10.  Please see: uwinnipeg.ca/
student-services/webinar-wednes-
days.html.

READING WEEK
Winter Term Reading Week is Feb. 
14 – 20.  No classes.

FALL/WINTER TERM  
COURSES – FINAL  
WITHDRAWAL DATE
The final day to withdraw from a 
Fall/Winter Term (U2020FW) class 
is Tues., Feb. 23. No refund is appli-
cable. Courses are dropped through 
WebAdvisor using the “Student 
Planning/Registration” link.

BURSARIES FOR GRADUATE  
& PROFESSIONAL STUDIES  
EXPENSES

Graduate and Professional Studies 
Expenses Bursary is available for 
students in their final year of an 
undergraduate degree program in 
the 2020-21 academic year that are 
applying for Graduate or Professional 
Studies which begin in 2021-22.  
The application is open until funds 
have been exhausted. 

STUDENT AID
The Canada Student Aid program is 
offering more loans and non-repay-
able forms of aid (grants) this year. If 
you have ever thought about apply-
ing, this would be the year to do so. 
You can still receive student aid for 
the September 2020 to April 2021 
study period even as long as you 
apply before the end of February. 
Go to: uwinnipeg.ca/awards/govern-

ment-student-aid/index.html.

MYVISIT APP
Need to see a Student Central 
representative or an Academic or 
Career Advisor? You can now queue 
for Zoom drop-in sessions with 
Student Central, and/or Academic & 
Career Services using myVisit! 

Student Central has drop-in Zoom 
sessions where students can ask 
questions “in person” with a SC 
staff member. 

The Zoom waiting room is enabled. 
One student will be admitted at a 
time. Students wait for their turn 
and need to present their UWinni-
peg student card (or other photo 
ID) to talk about their account, the 
same as actual in-person interac-
tions at SC. 

To add yourself to the queue, please 
use the myVisit app (by Q-nomy) 
available for Apple or Android 
phones. Turn off the location permis-
sion in the app. The SMS notifica-
tion when it is your turn shortly will 
provide the Zoom info. Student can 
add themselves to the queue 10:00 
am - 4:30 pm from Monday-Friday.

Thirty-minute Zoom appointments 
with Academic and Career Advisors 
can be booked through the myVisit 
app or via www.myVisit.com as well.



With the recent American elections behind 
us, people across the United States and 
Canada are understandably relieved at the 
prospect of some inkling of normalcy being 
reinstated. However, there are some difficult 
truths to confront. 

US election data shows evidence of a high-
er rate of Republican votes casted among 
Latino populations in states such as Illinois 
and Florida, as well Arab, South Asian and 
Eastern European immigrant-heavy coun-
ties in Illinois, contributing to a country-
wide rightward political shift for counties 
with high immigrant populations. 

In Manitoba, the recent general election in 
2019 shows a similar pattern. Ridings with a 
high number of racial and ethnic minorities 
also voted more conservatively. However, this 
is not a cause for alarm. To explore the un-
derlying causes of this political trend, an eco-
nomic political assessment is necessary.

In the 2019 Manitoba general election, 
districts such as Fort Richmond (where 
visible minorities make up 49.5 per cent of 
the population) and Waverley (where visible 
minorities make up 58 per cent of the pop-
ulation) both overwhelmingly voted for the 
Progressive Conservatives. 

There is clearly a blatant disunion be-
tween progressive politics and immigrant 
populations in these areas. But is this a cause 
for concern? 

Ridings such as Tyndall Park (where 61.9 
per cent of the population consists of visible 
minorities) and The Maples (where visible 
minorities make up 67.7 per cent of the pop-
ulation) overwhelmingly voted on the left 
side of the spectrum, with most votes going 
to the NDP. This leaves the immigrant po-
litical scene in a perplexing situation.

It’s easy to think of first- and second-gen-
eration immigrants as a monolith with a 
groupthink mentality, yet the differences 
in these voting patterns likely boil down to 
class. Areas like Tyndall Park and The Ma-
ples house a stronger working-class presence, 
whereas ridings like Waverley are home to an 
upper-class population. 

A recent study about race relations con-
ducted by the Winnipeg Free Press shows that 
conservative voters in Manitoba are less like-
ly to identify race-related issues as a priority. 

It may seem counterintuitive to think that 
immigrants, many of whom are visible mi-
norities, would align themselves with a party 
that doesn’t prioritize racial issues. Howev-
er, I believe this is happening mainly due to 
first- and second-generation immigrants on 
the conservative side of the political spec-
trum who are focusing on their class interest, 
deeming it a priority.

This is an issue the left-leaning Green 
Party and NDP should address. If these 
communities prioritize class-related inter-

ests, then these parties should emphasize 
class to an even greater extent. This is where 
the battle for votes will be won. 

Many within higher-class immigrant 
populations will not prioritize culture over 
their economic position, and the working 
class will vote for parties like the NDP, be-
cause it is in their own material interest to 
do so. Social causes are great, but if their 
solutions don’t have an economic base, they 
remain empty.

This is why the stark class divide among 

immigrant voters may not be cause for 
alarm. It’s up to upper-class immigrant 
communities to overlook their class bi-
ases for the greater good, instead of the 
left-leaning parties conceding their stance 
on the economic issues at the expense of 
their working-class supporters.

Vinay Sharma is a third-year philosophy 
student. His main interests are political phi-
losophy and the philosophy of language.
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COLUMN

FOREIGNER AFFAIRS
Class divides may cause rising conservatism  
in immigrant communities

VINAYTHEPOOH

Columnist Vinay Sharma points to class divisions as a culprit for the remarkable rightward 
swing by newcomer voters in recent elections, both locally and globally.

COMMENTS

If you have questions about healthcare in 
Manitoba, see the minister of health. If you 
have questions about reproductive health, 
see the minister for sport, culture and heri-
tage and status of women.

The fact that the word “health” is included 
when discussing reproductive health should be 
enough to qualify it as a matter of healthcare, 
but, instead, here we are. Reproductive health-
care providers must report to the minister re-
sponsible for the status of women, a minister 
who does not control funding for reproductive 
health. Confusing? That’s not even the half of it.

There’s also the issue of making reproduc-
tive health a gendered issue when, by defi-
nition, it can’t be. The National Institute of 
Environmental Health Sciences in the Unit-
ed States defines reproductive health as the 
condition of male and female reproductive 
systems during all life stages. This means that 
placing reproductive health under the status 
of women excludes every other person who 
does not identify as a woman, such as trans-
gender and intersex folks who already face 
obstacles due to stigma and lack of sufficient 
knowledge about their healthcare needs. 

Reproductive healthcare is a right for all 

Manitobans, which makes needlessly gender-
ing it discriminatory. This discrimination is 
dangerous, further marginalizing already-vul-
nerable populations and moving the province 
further away from equitable healthcare.

Even if this were just a “women’s issue,” 
the decision holds no water. The status of 
women secretariat states that one of their 
objectives is to improve the health status of 
women, and that they are working to raise 
awareness of issues affecting women. This is 
ironic, because keeping reproductive health 
outside of the minister of health’s respon-
sibility has a direct, negative impact on the 
health status of women and aims to silence 
awareness of those issues affecting women. 

Uzoma Asagwara, MLA for Union Sta-
tion, states in an IGTV video that this de-
cision is due to “the archaic and ideological 
comfort levels of ministers who don’t want 
to have conversations about abortion, don’t 
want to be responsible for providing the re-
sources and the supports needed for good 
reproductive healthcare in Manitoba.” 

These archaic and ideological comfort 
levels are also why Canada still doesn’t man-
date that women be included in clinical tri-

als, and women weren’t even recommended 
to be included in those trials until 1997. The 
current guidelines recommending inclusion 
of women in clinical trials do not even men-
tion transgender or intersex women.

In the latest report by the status of wom-
en on the health of women in Manitoba, re-
productive health is not mentioned except in 
reporting rates of teenage pregnancy. There 
was also no data available at the time of writ-
ing the report for the health of Indigenous 
women (except with regards to teenage preg-
nancy), newcomer women, visible-minority 
women or women with disabilities. Senior 
women were also underrepresented in the 
data. Transgender women and members of 
the LGBTQ+ community are not mentioned 
in the report, which was written in 2018.

If elected officials are uncomfortable 
talking about healthcare issues, they should 
not be appointed to the ministry of health. 
The fact that Manitoba’s current minister of 
health is unwilling to acknowledge specific 
healthcare needs is at best irresponsible and 
at worst negligent. Manitobans have a right 
to accessible, equitable healthcare. Our gov-
ernment has a duty to provide it to us.

 
Hannah Magnusson is a master’s student in 
the arts department at Athabasca Univer-
sity. Her research focuses on the intersec-
tion of storytelling and advocacy, studying 
how fostering empathy between different 
perspectives can build a bridge to under-
standing and action. She lives on Treaty 1 
territory on the shore of Lake Winnipeg.

HANNAH MAGNUSSON COLUMNIST HANNAHCANWRITE

REPRODUCTIVE 
HEALTH NOT A  
CONCERN FOR  
MINISTER  OF HEALTH
To the Manitoba PC government, reproduction  
is still a ‘women’s issue’

ILLUSTRATION BY GABRIELLE FUNK
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Many Winnipeggers took up active forms of 
transit last year, including walking and cy-
cling. This is an incredibly positive transition, 
but with the increase in cycling, sidewalk 
traffic has become more dangerous. Many 
cyclists act dangerously and selfishly, travel-
ling at fast speeds, taking up large portions 
of the sidewalk and putting many disabled 
people like me at risk of collision and injury.

Last summer, Ross Eadie, a blind city coun-
cillor, had his white cane broken by a cyclist, 
who barely missed Eadie himself. The cyclist 
likely assumed Eadie could move out of the 
way in time. Many people with blindness, re-
duced vision or mobility lack the reaction time 

to respond to this kind of selfish behaviour.
I’m missing a quarter of my vision. I often 

walk into trees, doorways and the occasional 
street sign, but I can see what’s right in front of 
me and have become quite adept at dodging still 
objects that appear in the centre of my vision as I 
move toward them. When cyclists appear out of 
my blind spot, barrelling down the sidewalk, the 
time I have to do that is significantly reduced. 

I understand cyclists are concerned 
about getting hit by drivers. As a pedestri-
an, I too have almost been run over several 
times by drivers who don’t seem to under-
stand how crosswalks work or assume they 
have ownership over the road at all times. 

Still, biking on the sidewalk without con-
cern for pedestrians is not only unsafe and self-
ish, it is also against the law. Pedestrians have 
right of way, and they have a right to safety. 
According to MPI, several studies have shown 
there is actually more risk for collision on the 
sidewalk. The difference between a collision 
between a pedestrian and a cyclist and a cyclist 
and a vehicle is that the cyclists are at higher 
risk with a vehicle than a pedestrian.

The expectation that a pedestrian can jump 
out of the way of a speeding bike assumes pe-
destrians will move to protect themselves from 
injury. That expectation is complicated when 
pedestrians are hindered in the ability to do 
so, whether by disability, reaction time or if the 
pedestrian isn’t paying enough attention to see 
an object travelling at high speed toward them 
when they may not expect it.

I often encounter this on Sherbrook and 
Maryland sidewalks, where there are excellent 
bike lanes less than a metre away. I understand 
that not all bike lanes are well-maintained, es-
pecially in the winter, but when some cyclists 
don’t use the infrastructure built for them, they 

not only endanger the lives of disabled and 
abled-people alike. They also fracture support 
for bike infrastructure, which is necessary for 
the development of modern, sustainable cities. 

While there should be the implementation 
of a law requiring each bike to have a bell, as 
well as penalties for riding on the sidewalk, 
there also needs to be accountability among 
the community of cyclists and from organi-
zations that support and advocate for cycling.

The WRENCH, Bike Winnipeg and the 
Manitoba Cycling Association need to im-
mediately make public statements about the 
incident with Eadie and implement pedes-
trian-safety education programs. This is not 
only necessary to maintain public support 
for the development of cycling infrastruc-
ture, but without these actions, they will be 
dismissing the safety of people with disabil-
ities and complicit in the actions that make 
sidewalks unsafe for everyone.

Hannah Foulger is a writer and theatre art-
ist with a disability, hailing from the Haldi-
mand Tract on Treaty 3 territory.

LOSING TRACTION
When cyclists make sidewalks unsafe
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ARIES

LEO

SAGITTARIUS

GEMINI

LIBRA

AQUARIUS

TAURUS

VIRGO

CAPRICORN

CANCER

SCORPIO

PISCES

Skip past the small talk -- it’s better suited for 
people who don’t have your charm.

A party animal is much more introverted than 
usual today. Don’t let it throw you.

Don’t rush ahead with any major purchases 
-- you must hang on to your money!

It’s not possible to be friends with everyone, 
so why try? Just be yourself.

Today is a good day to make a clean sweep of 
things -- tidy up and you’ll cheer up.

Step out of your safe circle -- and try to ex-
pand your network more aggressively.

Fun, creativity and yes -- even a tiny bit of dra-
ma are on the agenda for this day.

Listen that nagging voice inside of your head. 
It’ll send you where you need to be.

Someone may have a different agenda than 
you do, but they still have a right to it.

Open up. Connecting with others is easier if you 
show them who you really are!

It’s a good day to work on your own -- people 
are busy and will leave you alone.

Try not to be too critical of someone who 
let you down recently. Be compassionate.

DIVERSIONS

HOROSCOPES
On Thursday, there is a full 
moon in Leo.

SOURCE: ASTROLOGY.COM

The notorious Mercury retrograde begins at 10:51 p.m. Mercury retrogrades 
about three to four times per year. It’s part of how it gets its signification for being 
the planet of communication and trickery. This year, all Mercury retrogrades will 
be in the air signs, with the first one beginning in Aquarius. Mercury is the planet of 
communication, and when it’s in retrograde, make sure to pencil in time for delays 
and miscommunications.

ST__TALLICACOMIC BY TALIA STEELE
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GET  
PUBLISHED!
The Uniter is seeking volunteer  
writers, illustrators and  
photographers.

You don’t need experience, just 
a desire to tell stories!

For more information, email Holly at  
volunteer@uniter.ca.


